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1. Introduction 

Applications of equational reasoning to computer science comprise the use of equations within pro

gramming languages and for specifications of abstract data types. When equations are interpreted 

as programs, they are used in one direction only, to rewrite an expression to a simpler one. A rewrite 

system is a set of such one-way rules. For example, the following system serves as a program for 

adding and multiplying Peano numbers (0, 0/, a", etc.): 

x+o 
x + y/ 

xxO 
x X y/ 

----7 X 

----7 (x+y)' 
----7 a 
----7 (xxy)+x 

Equational programs such as this one are usually considered to be nondeterministic: an expression 

can be rewritten by any equation, the left side of which matches a subterm. For example, one 

possible computation proceeds as follows: 

a" x a" ----7 (a" x 0/) + a" ----7 

( (0" x 0) + a") + a" ----7 ( ( (0" x 0) + a") + 0/)' ----7 

(((a" x 0) + 0/)' + 0/)' ----7 ((0 + 0/)' + 0/)' ----7 

((0 + 0/)' + a)" ----7 ((0 + a)" + a)" ----7 

(a" + a)" ----7 0"" 

Here "two times two" reduces, by a sequence of rewrites, to the value "four." 

Many rewrite systems satisfy the Church-Rosser, or "confluence," property: whenever two 

terms are equivalent, they can be rewritten to a common form. This guarantees that the "normal 

forms" (unrewritable terms) computed by a program are unique. Another important property is 

"termination": there are no infinite sequences of rewrites. Termination ensures that there is at 

least one normal form for every term. A system with both these properties is called "convergent" 

(or "complete"). A finite convergent system is a decision procedure for the (uniform) free word 

problem of the underlying equational theory: an identity holds (in all models of the axioms) if 

and only if both its sides can be rewritten to the identical normal form. The first rewriting-based 

decision procedure (for loops) was given by Evans [22], in 1951. See [19] for a survey of the field. 

In 1970, Knuth and Bendix [42] proposed a procedure that attempts to construct a convergent 

rewrite system from a finite axiomatization of an equational theory. This "completion" procedure 

must be supplied with an ordering that is used to determine in which direction a derived equation 

s ~ t is to be oriented into a one-way rule, s ----7 tort ----7 s. It deduces new equations by a process 

(involving unification) called "superposition": When the left-hand side of an instance of a rule can 

be rewritten by another rule, the two possible results of rewriting the left-hand side instance form 

what is called a "critical pair." (Precise definitions will be given in Section 2.3.) 

The following version of completion [16] takes as input a set of equations Eo and a well-founded 

ordering ~. It generates all new critical pairs at once; more practical versions (notably the one in 

[33]) do this incrementally. 

Let E be Eo and R be the empty set. Then repeat the following six steps as long as 

equations are left in E; if none remain, terminate successfully: 
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1. Remove an equation s ~ t (or t ~ s) from E such that s ~ t. If none exists, 

terminate with failure. 

2. Add the rule s ----7 t to R. 

3. Use R to reduce the right-hand sides of existing rules. 

4. Add to E all critical pairs formed using the new rule. 

5. (Optional) Remove all old rules from R whose left-hand side contains an instance 

of s. 

6. Use R to reduce both sides of equations in E to normal forms. Remove any 

equation whose reduced sides are identical. 

The first example on which Knuth and Bendix tried completion was the following axiomatization 

of free groups: 

e· x ~ x 

x . x ~ e 

(x·y)·z ~ x·(y·z). 

For example, if the associativity axiom is the first equation examined in step 1 of the procedure, 

then with an ordering that assigns greater weight to the left argument of a product, associativity 

may be oriented by step 2 into a rule (x· y). Z ----7 X· (y. z). There being no other rules, step 3 does 

nothing. In step 4, this rule produces one critical pair, (Xl· (X2· y)). Z ~ (Xl· X2)· (y. z), which 

equates the results of alternative ways of applying associativity to the term ((Xl· X2) . y) . z. Step 

6 reduces both sides of the critical pair to the same term, Xl . (X2 . (y. z)), leaving R with one rule 

and E empty. 

Continuing in this way, and with an appropriate ordering, the following ten rules can be derived: 

e·x ----7 X x·e ----7 X 

X ·X ----7 e X·X ----7 e 

(x·y)·z ----7 x·(y·z) X ----7 X 

e ----7 e (x . y)- ----7 y ·X 

x-·(x·y) ----7 Y x·(x-·y) ----7 Y 

With this convergent system, any identity of group theory reduces to a trivial equation. 

Since certain (even finitely-based) equational theories (such as combinatory logic) are undecid

able, not every equational theory can be represented as a finite convergent rewrite system. Hence, 

a completion procedure can have any of three outcomes: it may (i) succeed in constructing a finite 

convergent system, (ii) fail, or (iii) not terminate and instead compute successive approximations 

Rn of an infinite convergent system R. 

An intriguing feature of the completion procedure is that every rewrite rule that is generated 

can be used to simplify other, already deduced equations (steps 3, 5, and 6). Thus terms can 

be kept in fully simplified form and redundant equations may be discarded. For example, the rule 

x-- . e ----7 x may be deleted during completion of group theory, since its left-hand side is simplifiable 

by the rule x . e ----7 x. While such optimizations account for the efficiency of completion, it may 

considerably complicate the task of verifying that a procedure is "correct," in the sense that the 

potentially infinite set of generated, but not discarded, rules forms a convergent system. This notion 
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of correctness is crucial for the use of completion as a (relatively efficient) semi-decision procedure 

for validity in equational theories, as proposed by Lankford [46] and Huet [33]. 

Any such correctness proof has to address three problems: first, that the deduction mechanism 

is general enough for construction of convergent systems (which essentially amounts to proving a 

Church-Rosser property); second, that simplification and deletion terminate (which can be done 

by constructing suitable well-founded orderings); third, and most difficult, that simplification and 

deletion are compatible with deduction (that is, discarded equations are all redundant and any two 

terms that ever had a common form will have one using persisting, undiscarded rules). In the past, 

Church-Rosser properties for rewrite systems have been proved by induction with respect to various 

orderings on terms. Some particularly elegant proofs are given by Huet in [32]. An intricate and 

rather complicated proof of correctness of a specific completion procedure can be found in [33]. 

We believe that simplification and deletion mechanisms are best discussed in a proof-theoretic 

setting, where correctness of completion can be formulated as a proof normalization property. 

Classical inference systems work from the axioms, "expanding" the set of established formulae 

by inferring new formulae from old; in this paper, we develop a proof-theoretic formalism for 

inference systems that also "contract" the set of established formulae via simplification and deletion. 

We design suitable orderings on proofs to establish proof normalization properties (and hence 

correctness of completion). The advantage of this approach is not only that it is conceptually 

simpler than previous arguments, but that the correctness results cover a wide variety of different 

completion procedures. We specify precise and effective conditions which ensure that a control 

strategy yields a correct completion procedure. As we will see, too much simplification can make a 

proced ure incorrect! 

We reformulate the Knuth-Bendix completion method as an equational inference system and 

demonstrate that it can be viewed as a process of proof simplification, the goal of which is to deduce 

enough rewrite rules so that any equational proof can be transformed to a "normal-form proof," 

that is, a proof that two terms (containing variables) are equal by virtue of their both rewriting 

to the same term. The proof transformations induced by the inference rules can themselves be 

thought of as (conditional) rewrite rules on equational proofs. Discussing completion at this abstract 

level allows us to separate the logical, or proof theoretical, component of the method from issues 

pertaining to strategy and control. 

We develop techniques, based on well-founded orderings on proofs, for reasoning about com

pletion and related rewrite methods. To establish the correctness of a completion procedure, for 

instance, one first has to show that each sequence of proof transformations terminates and produces 

a minimal proof. We prove this property for arbitrary completion procedures by constructing an 

appropriate proof ordering. Secondly, in order to guarantee that every minimal proof is in the 

desired normal-form, a procedure must satisfy a certain "fairness" requirement which ensures that 

necessary inferences are eventually performed and transformation of non-normal proofs eventually 

becomes possible. We express fairness in general terms, so that our correctness results apply to 

a broad class of completion procedures. In particular, generating critical pairs, by overlapping 

left-hand sides of undeleted rules, satisfies this requirement. Fairness forms the interface between 

logic and control, in that it specifies under which conditions a control strategy is correct. 

We outline our approach by applying it, in Section 3, to the original Knuth-Bendix completion 

method, and then formulate various refinements, variants, and extensions of standard completion 

within the same framework. In Section 4, we discuss the concept of "critical pair criterion" for 

weakening the conditions for fairness to require that only a subset of the critical deductions be 
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performed. In Section 5, we formalize Huet's [32] method for handling equations, such as commu

tativity, that can not be oriented. 

Then, in Section 6, we describe a method, called "ordered completion," that extends standard 

completion to a complete equational proof method. For example, the following system for Boolean 

rings defines unique normal forms for ground (variable-free) terms: 

x+o ----7 x O+x ----7 x 

x+x ----7 0 x+(x+y) ----7 y 

x·O ----7 0 O·x ----7 0 

x·1 ----7 x l·x ----7 X 

x·x ----7 X x·(x·y) ----7 x·y 

x+y ----7 y+x x·y ----7 y·x 

(x+y)+z ----7 x+(y+z) (x·y)·z ----7 x·(y·z) 

y+(x+z) ----7 x+(y+z) y·(x·z) ----7 x·(y·z) 

x·(y+z) ----7 (x·y)+(x·z) (y+z)·x ----7 (y·x)+(z·x) 

The rules with double-headed arrows are used only in the direction that results in a decrease 

in a specific ordering ~ (in this case, the lexicographic path ordering with a total ordering of 

the operators and constants; see [17]). Ordered completion, starting with this system and (the 

Skolemized negation of) a theorem in first-order predicate calculus with equality (taking + to be 

exclusive-or and· to be conjunction), can be used (by Herbrand's Theorem) as the basis of a 

refutationally complete prover (cf. [30]). 

Finally, in Section 7, we present, within the same proof-transformation framework, a method for 

proving inductive theorems, due originally to Musser [49], based on the concept of "proof by con

sistency." With this method, it is easy to prove automatically from the definition of multiplication 

given at the outset that 0 X x R:: O. We end with a brief conclusion. 

2. Equational Proofs 

Theorem provers can often be viewed profitably as proof normalization procedures. Such a proof 

procedure is said to be "correct" if enough consequences can be deduced so that any arbitrary proof 

can be transformed to a normal-form proof. We study rewrite-based equational reasoning methods 

from this point of view: the set of theorems corresponds to some congruence relation on terms; 

proofs are finite sequences of equational replacements; and normal-form proofs are proofs in which 

equations are used in a specified direction, as one-way rewrite rules. 

Accordingly, we will be concerned with binary relations on (first-order) terms (over some set 

of operator symbols F and some set of variables V), and on (annotated) finite sequences of terms 

(representing proofs). We assume that there is at least one constant; thus, the set of ground terms, 

that is, terms containing no variables, is non-empty. For example, if + is a binary operator, - is a 

unary operator, and 0 and 1 are constants, then ( -x + y) + 0 is non-ground, while 1 + 0 is ground. 

The symbols 5, t, and u will be used to denote terms. In our examples, we will use x, y, and z 

for variables. The expression tip denotes the subterm of t at position p. Positions may, for instance, 

be represented in Dewey decimal notation. So, if p' = pq', then tlpl is a subterm of tip. We use A 

for the top-most position (tiA = t). A subterm of a term t is called proper if it is distinct from t. 

A term t with a distinguished position p will be called a context, denoted t[ .]p. By t[ s]p we indicate 
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the term obtained from that context by placing term s at position p, or-equivalently-the result 

of replacing the subterm tip of t by s. 

By ta we denote the result of applying the substitution a to the term t, and call ta an instance 

of t. An instance s of t is proper if t is not an instance of s. For example, if a is the substitution 

{x f---7 y}, then f(x,y)a = f(y,y) is a proper instance of f(y,x). Two terms are said to be literally 

similar if they are instances of each other. For instance, f(x,y), f(y,x), and f(y,z) are all literally 

similar. 

2.1. Rewrite Rules 

A binary relation ----7 is called terminating if there exists no infinite sequence tl ----7 t2 ----7 t3 ----7 •••• 

The symbols ----7+, ----7* and ----7 denote the transitive, transitive- refiexive, and symmetric closure of 

----7, respectively. The inverse of ----7 is denoted by ----7. A binary relation ----7 on terms is called a rewrite 

relation if s ----7 t implies u[sajp ----7 u[tajp, for all contexts u[·jp, terms sand t, and substitutions a. 

An equation is an ordered pair of terms, written s ~ t; when we wish to refer to either of s ~ t 

and t ~ s, we will write s ~ t. If E is a set of equations, we use E- 1 for the set {t ~ sis ~ tEE}. 

Given a set of equations E, we denote by ----7 E the smallest rewrite relation containing the set of 

equations E. That is, v ----7E w if and only if v is u[sa]p and w is u[ta]p, for some context u[·]p, 

substitution a, and equation s ~ t in E. By ----7E we denote the symmetric closure of ----7E. The 

relation ----7 E will be referred to as the equational theory of E; it is the refiexive-symmetric- transitive 

closure of ----7. For example, if E is the associativity axiom, then (Xl·(X2·Y))·Z ----7E (Xl·X2)·(Y·Z). In 

some applications it will be useful to attach labels to equations. We may write s ~n t to denote such 

labelled equations, but usually we use different relation symbols for different types of equations. 

We identify literally similar equations. 

A set of equations R will be called a rewrite system if we are primarily interested in the 

asymmetric rewrite relation ----7 R rather than the equational theory ----7 R. In that case, the equations 

in R are also called rewrite rules and are written s ----7 t. We also say that u rewrites to v if u ----7R v. 

A term that can not be rewritten is said to be irreducible by R. A normal form of t (with respect 

to R) is any irreducible term u for which t ----7 R u; in other words, repeatedly rewriting t until no 

longer possible, gives a normal form of t. We write t ----7k u if u is a normal form of t. 

A rewrite system R is said to be Church-Rosser (or confluent) if, for all terms sand t with 

s ----7R t, there exists a term v, such that s ----7R v and t ----7R v. A rewrite system R is said to 

terminate if the relation ----7 R is terminating, that is, if ----7 k is a well-founded (strict) partial ordering. 

Terminating Church-Rosser systems are called convergent (or complete) and define unique normal 

forms for all terms. A terminating rewrite system R will be called ground convergent if, for all 

ground terms sand t such that s ----7R t, we have s ----7R v ----7R t. 

By a rewrite ordering we mean an irrefiexive and transitive rewrite relation on terms. Ter

minating orderings are well-founded; well-founded rewrite orderings are called reduction orderings. 

Evidently, a rewrite relation ----7 R terminates if and only if R is contained in some reduction ordering. 

In an untyped terminating system all variables appearing on the right-hand side of a rule must also 

appear on the corresponding left-hand side. Lexicographic and multiset orderings are particularly 

useful in proving termination of rewrite relations: 

• If ~l and ~2 are orderings, then their lexicographic combination is defined on pairs by: 

(s, t) ~lex (s/, t/) if either s ~l s/ or S = s/ and t ~2 t/. The lexicographic combination of more 
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than two orderings can be defined in a similar way. A lexicographic ordering is well-founded 

if and only if its component orderings are well-founded . 

• A multiset over a set S is a mapping M from S to the natural numbers. Informally, M( x) 

specifies the number of occurrences of x in M. A multiset M is finite if M (x) > 0 for a finite 

number of xES. For simplicity, we use a set-like notation to describe (finite) multisets. For 

example, {x,x,x} denotes the multiset M for which M(x) = 3 and M(y) = 0, for y -# x. 

Any ordering ~ on a set S can be extended to an ordering ~mul on (finite) multisets over 

S as follows: M ~mul N if and only if (i) M -# Nand (ii) whenever N (x) > M( x) then 

M(y) > N(y), for some y such that y ~ x. In other words, according to the multiset 

ordering, any element of a multiset can be replaced by any finite number of elements that are 

smaller with respect to ~. The multiset ordering ~mul is well-founded (on finite multisets) if 

and only if the ordering ~ is well-founded [20]. 

See [17] for a survey of termination. 

2.2. Rewrite Proofs 

A (equational) proof step is an expression s <f--7~ t, where sand t are terms, e is an equation u ~ v, 

and p is a position in s, such that s = w[ua]p and t = w[va]p, for some context w[·]p and substitution 

a. We say that s <f--7E::::::v t is a proof step in E if either u ~ v or v ~ u is an equation in E. We 

sometimes omit the position from a proof step and just write s <f--7 u:::::: v t. We say that s <f--7e t for an 

application of equation e. By definition, there is a proof step s <f--7E::::::v t in E if and only if s <f--7 E t. 

A (equational) proof (of to ~ tn) is any finite sequence of proof steps 

PI P2 Pn 

to ~ t1, tl ~ t 2, ... , tn- 1 ~ tn, 
el e2 en 

usually written in abbreviated form as 

PI P2 P3 Pn 

to ~ tl ~ t2 ~ ... tn- 1 ~ tn· 
el e2 e3 en 

The empty sequence, abbreviated as a single term t, serves as a proof of an identity t ~ t. 

We will use the letters P and Q to denote proofs. We say that P is a proof in E if each proof 

step of P is in E. Note that an equation s ~ t is provable in E if and only if s <f--7E t. Equational 

replacement is complete, that is, E 1= s ~ t, for a set of equations E, if and only if s <f--7E t. 

For simplicity, we often denote by s <f--7 E t any proof step s <f--7E::::::v t, where u ~ v is an equation 

in E; if v ~ u is the equation in E, we write instead s <f--7 E t; by s <f--7 E t we denote a proof step 

s ----+ E t or s <f--7 E t which uses one equation in either direction. We also write s <f--7 E t to denote 

arbitrary proofs in E. If P is a proof 

PI P2 Pn 

to +------------7 t 1 +------------7 t 2 <f--7 • • • <f--7 t n - 1 tn, 
Ul~Vl U2~V2 un~vn 

we denote by p-1 the inverted proof: 

Pn P2 PI 
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by Pa we denote the instantiated proof: 

PI P2 Pn 

to a +-----------+ t 1 a +-----------+ t 2 a +-+ • • • +-+ t n -1 a t n a ; 
Ul ~Vl U2 ~V2 Un~Vn 

and by u[P]q, where q is a position in u, the same proof applied to the subterm of u at q: 

qPI qP2 qPn 

u[to]q +-----------+ u[t1 ]q +-----------+ u[t2 ]q +-+ ... +-+ u[tn- 1 ]q u[tn]q. 
Ul ~Vl U2 ~V2 Un~Vn 

If P is a proof (in E), then P-l, Pa, and u[P]p are also proofs (in E). By a subproof of P we 

mean any proof 

t , 
PJ 

f----f-- ti + 1 +-+ . . . +-+ t j -1 +-----------+ t j , 
Ui+l ~Vi+l u J ';::;jvJ 

where 0 ~ i ~ j ~ n. We write P[Q] to indicate that P contains Q as a subproof, and denote by 

P[Q/] the proof obtained from P by replacing Q by Q/. 

Let E U R be a given set of equations, some of which (those in R) are designated rules and are 

written as s +-+ t, while non-rules (those in E) are written s ~ t. A proof step s +-+E t is called 

an equality step; a step s +-+ R tors +-+ R t is called a rewrite step; a (sub )proof s +-+ R u +-+ R t is a 

peak. We usually abbreviate a proof of the form to +-+ R ... +-+ R tn by to +-+ 'R tn, and call a proof 

to +-+'R tk +-+'R tn a rewrite proof. 

A proof transformation relation is any binary relation =? on proofs such that (i) P =? Q implies 

u[Pa]q =? u[Qa]q, for all proofs P and Q, substitutions a, terms u, and positions q in u; (ii) Q =? Q/ 

implies P[Q] =? P[Q/], for all proofs P[Q], Q, and Q/; and (iii) P =? Q only if P and Q are proofs 

of the same equation. A proof (reduction) ordering ~~ is a well-founded ordering on proofs that 

satisfies (i) and (ii). Terminating proof transformation relations will be called proof normalization 

relations; any such is contained in some proof ordering. 

We will be looking in subsequent sections at proof normalization relations that take arbitrary 

equational proofs to rewrite proofs. 

2.3. Critical Pairs 

When there is no rewrite proof for a given peak, it will be necessary to deduce new equations to 

facilitate construction of a rewrite proof. Certain equational consequences called "critical pairs" 

are of central importance in this regard. 

Let s ~ t and u ~ v be equations in E (they may be the same equation) with no variables 

in common (the variables of one equation are renamed if necessary) and suppose that, for some 

position p, the term sip is not a variable and is unifiable with u, a being the most general unifier. 

Then the superposition of u ~ v on s ~ t at position p determines a critical pair ta ~ sa[va]p. 

The proof ta +-+~:::::t sa +-+E:::::v sa [va]p is called a critical overlap; the term sa, the overlapped term; 

the position p, the critical pair position. For example, the rule x . x- +-+ e can be superposed on 

(x . y)- +-+ y- . x- to yield a critical pair x-- . x- ~ e-. The corresponding critical overlap is 

x-- . x- +-+ R (x . x-)- +-+ R e-. By CP( E) we denote the set of all critical pairs between equations 

in E, formed from overlapping left-hand sides. The set of critical pairs CP( E) is finite whenever 

E is finite. 

LEMMA 2.1 (Critical Pair Lemma [42]). Let E be a set of equations {e,e/}. If P is a proof s +-+e 

U +-+e' t, then either there exists a rewrite proof s +-+E v +-+E t or else P = U[QT]p, for some context 

u[']p, substitution T, and critical overlap Q (between the equations in E), and s +-+CP(E) t. 
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SKETCH OF PROOF. If the two positions p and p/ at which the equational steps take place in a 

peak S f-~ U f-~: t are disjoint, the peak is a non-overlap. However, if p is above pi, that is, if p 

is a prefix of p/ = pq/, and, furthermore, q/ is a position in U at which a variable occurs or q/ is a 

position not in u above which a variable occurs, then the peak is called nested. In the case of a 

non-overlap or nested peak, there exists a term v, such that S f-E v f-E t. Any other overlap is 

critical, and can be written as U[QT]p, where Q is the critical overlap (assuming p is above pi). In 

this case, S f-~ t, where c is a critical pair of e and e/. For details, see [42,32]. D 

3. Equational Inference 

Knuth and Bendix [42] presented a procedure that attempts to construct a convergent rewrite 

system for a given equational theory. This completion procedure has been reformulated as an 

equational inference system in which new equations and new rewrite rules are derived, while old 

ones are simplified and/or deleted. The application of completion to a set of equations is viewed as 

a process of proof simplification, the goal of which is the derivation of rewrite proofs. A detailed 

exposition of this approach is contained in the first author's dissertation [2]; see also [3]. 
What distinguishes completion from ordinary logical inference is the incorporation of rules for 

removing redundant items from the set of inferred equations. In this context, an inference rule 

is a binary relation on sets of equations. A rule that adds a consequence to the set is called an 

expansion rule; one that deletes a redundant equation is called a contraction rule. 

In its most general form, expansion for equations is expressed in the following inference rule: 

EXPANSION: 
E 

if S f-E t 
E U {s ~ t} 

Were a prover omniscient, then one step with this inference rule would suffice to prove any theorem. 

Realistic provers limit expansion to smaller steps, requiring a sequence of expansions to prove most 

theorems. We must ensure, however, that the expansion rules used are powerful enough to prove 

any theorem. 

Before formulating contraction rules, we need a notion of redundancy. To this end, we use a 

proof transformation relation =? that captures what it means for one proof to be "better" than 

another. In its most general form, contraction is expressed in the following inference rule: 

CO NTRACTIO N: 
E U {s ~ t} 

E 

Since we only delete an equation when any proof step using it can be replaced by a proof that is no 

worse, vis-a-vis the proof relation =?, contraction preserves completeness of the inference system, 

and we say the system is "sound." 

The goal of an inference sequence is to produce the formulae necessary for a normal-form proof 

either of a given theorem or of all theorems in a given theory. In our case, rewrite proofs are in 

normal form, and we need to design the proof normalization relation =? so that non-rewrite proofs 

can be transformed into rewrite proofs. We also insist that =? be terminating, so that (among other 

considerations) contracting a finite set of equations takes only a finite number of steps. 

For example, if equations are used to rewrite only in a direction that decreases the term in some 

reduction ordering, then we could use a transformation of the form 

* * 
Sf--Uf--t=?Sf--Vf--t 

E E E E 
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which replaces peaks by "valleys." 

We write E f--- E' to indicate that the set of equations E' can be obtained from E by one 

application of an inference rule. A (possibly infinite) sequence Eo f--- El f--- E2 f--- ••• is called a 

derivation from Eo. The (lower) limit Ui nj>i Ej of a sequence of equations Eo, E l , ... , contains 

all equations that persist from some point in the sequence on, and is denoted by ECXJ. 

The following is straightforward: 

LEM MA 3.1 (Reflection). If P is a proof in E and E f--- E' is an application of an expanszon or 

contraction inference rule, then there exists a proof Q in E' such that P =? * Q. 

Since =? is terminating, we also have: 

COROLLARY 3.2 (Persistence). Let Eo f--- El f--- E2 f--- ••• be a (finite or infinite) derivation. If P zs 

a proof in Ui Ei, then there exists a proof Q in ECXJ such that P =? * Q. 

In particular, every identity in Eo eventually has a persisting proof. 

PROOF. By reflection and the properties of proof normalization relations, for every derivation 

Eo f--- El f--- ••• and proof or subproof Pi in Ei, there exists a corresponding proof transformation 

sequence Pi =? Pi+l =? ... , where Pj is a proof in Ej, for all j ~ i. Since the relation =? IS 

terminating, we have Pn = Pn +l = ... , for some n ~ i, so that Pn is a proof in ECXJ. D 

To show that an inference system is complete and all theorems are provable, we need to establish 

a lemma of the form: 

LEM MA 3.3 (Existence). If a proof P in E is not in normal form, then there exists an expansion 

inference E f--- E' and a proof Q in E' such that P =? + Q. 

If, for example, we would require that for a proof of an equation e to be deemed "normal form" it 

be a direct application of the axiom e, then the Existence Lemma would trivially hold, since one 

expansion is all that is needed to generate e from E. 

It follows from Existence and the well-foundedness of =? + that for any equation provable in Eo, 

there is some derivation Eo f--- El f--- E2 f--- ••• giving a normal-form proof of the same equation in 

the limit set ECXJ. Of course, not all derivations give normal-form proofs, since a derivation could 

completely ignore some equations. To characterize those derivations that do enough expansions for 

normal-form proofs to eventually become available, we introduce a notion of "fairness": 

DEFINITION 3.4 (Fairness). A derivation Eo f--- El f--- E2 f--- ••• is fair (with respect to a proof 

reduction relation =? and a set of expansion rules E) if for any proof P in ECXJ that is not in normal 

form, and for which there is an expansion inference ECXJ f--- E'oo (in E) and a proof p' in E'oo such 

that P =? + P', there also exists a proof Q in Ui Ei such that P =? + Q. 

This does not mean that fair derivations contain only expansions; rather, it requires that derivations 

do not forever ignore those expansions that are needed to derive normal-form proofs. 

Combining fairness with existence and persistence, we have: 

THEOREM 3.5 (Normalization). Let Eo f--- El f--- E2 f--- ••• be a fair derivation. If an equation zs 

provable in Eo, then it has a normal-form proof in ECXJ. 
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In the remainder of this paper, we look at various normal forms for proofs, and at restrictions of 

expansion and combinations of specific expansions and contractions that guarantee that those proofs 

can be found. To establish a Reflection Lemma, we will need only show that the inference rules 

are special cases of expansion and contraction. To show persistence, we will need to prove that the 

transformation relation is terminating. For each specific notion of normal form and transformation 

relation, we will have to prove an Existence Lemma. Finally, we will endeavor to give sufficient, 

practical conditions for fairness. 

3.1. Standard Completion 

Let ~ be a reduction ordering on terms. The inference system C, which was introduced in [2, 3] 

and which we call standard completion because it is inspired by Knuth and Bendix [42], contains 

six rules operating on mixed sets E U R of rules R and equations E, where R is contained in ~. 

Normal-form proofs are rewrite proofs that use rules in R only. Hence, a non-normal proof either 

uses an equation from E or has a peak formed from applications of rules in R. 

The first inference rule in C is used to expand the set of equations with critical pairs obtained 

by rewriting an instance of a left-hand side of a rule in two different ways: 

DEDUCTION: 
EuR 

if s ~ t E CP(R) 
E U {s ~ t} U R 

Such new equations serve to eliminate critical peaks that do not have an alternative rewrite proof. 

For example, the two rules e·x ----7 x and (x·y)· Z ----7 X ·(y·z) define a peak y·z ----7 R (e·y)·z ----7 R e·(y·z), 

so that the critical pair y . z ~ e . (y . z) can be deduced. Deduction is reflected on the proof level 

by transformations of the form 

s(--u(--t:::} s t 
R R CP(R) 

To show that that this expansion rule is sufficient, we add a proof transformation for non-critical 

peaks: 

* * s(--u(--t:::}s(--v(--t 
R R R R 

and apply the Critical Pair Lemma, which asserts that all peaks can be replaced with a valley 

or with a critical-pair step. This is not quite enough to establish the requisite Existence Lemma, 

however, since we have no way of eliminating proof steps involving E. 

Standard completion makes a strong distinction between equations and rules. Equations may 

be eliminated from non-normal proofs by turning them into one-way rewrite rules. Equations are 

oriented according to the given reduction ordering ~ to ensure that rewrite systems derived by 

completion are terminating: 

ORIENTATION: 
E U {s ~ t} U R 

E U R U {s ----7 t} 
if s ~ t 

(Recall that s ~ t denotes either s ~ tort ~ s.) For instance, the equation e- ~ e can be oriented 

(with respect to any ordering that includes the proper subterm relation) into a rule e- ----7 e. 

Orientation should be viewed as an expansion followed by a contraction: the rule s ----7 t is added, 
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making the equation s ~ t redundant. Rules are preferred over equations, since they are used in 

rewrite proofs: 

S -----7-----7 t =? 
sr:::Jt 

S -----7 s-+t t where s ~ t 

These two inference rules provide an Existence Lemma for some, but not all, proofs, since not 

all equations can be oriented. For example, there is no way to make a rule out of commutativity, 

x + y ~ y + x, and preserve termination. We say that a derivation Eo f--- El f--- E2 f--- ... fails if 

some equation persists, that is if ECXJ -# 0. Thus, the Normalization Theorem only holds for fair, 

unfailing derivations. Two ways of circumventing such failures will be described in Sections 5 and 

6. 

A simple contraction rule deletes trivial equations: 

DELETION: 
EU{s~s}UR 

EuR 

For this to fit the contraction scheme, we need a proof transformation of the form: 

A 
s -----+-----+ S =? s 

S';:::jS 

Since proof transformation relations are closed under instantiation and application in context, this 

means that any superfluous step u <f--7~r:::Js U can be deleted from a proof. 

Another contraction rule, uses rules to simplify deduced equations: 

SIM PLIFICATIO N: 
E U {s ~ t} U R 

E U {u ~ t} U R 
if s <f--7R u 

This inference is also a combination of expansion (adding u ~ t), followed by contraction (removal 

of the now redundant s ~ t). For this contraction to be valid, we need to be able to replace any 

proof step using the removed equation by a simpler proof: 

S -----7-----7 t =? 
sr:::Jt 

S -----7 r U ~ ur:::Jt t 

where r is any rewrite rule. For efficiency reasons, implementations of completion procedures usually 

include further simplification mechanisms which can be described by the following two inference 

rules: 

Co M POSITIO N: 

COLLAPSE: 

E U R U {s <f--7 t} 

EURU{s<f--7u} 

E U R U {s <f--7 t} 

E U {u ~ t} U R 

if t <f--7R u 

if there is a proof s <f--7E-+w u 

in R, where s b v 

The symbol b denotes the encompassment ordering (called "containment" in [33]): s b v if some 

subterm of s is an instance of v, but not vice versa. Composition allows simplification of right-hand 

sides of rewrite rules; collapsing simplifies left-hand sides. While composition produces another 

rewrite rule, the equation obtained by collapsing a rule need not necessarily be orient able. 
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The composition and collapse rules are reflected by proof transformations of the form: 

s -------+ t 
s-+t 

where s ~ v and r is any rewrite rule. 

s-----+ s-+u 

s -----+ ~-+w 

t 

A 
u -----+-+ U r:::J t t 

As before, we write E f--- E' to indicate that the set of equations E' can be inferred from E by an 

application of one of the inference rules in C. Completion is sound in that the congruence relations 

<c-7EUR and <c-7EIURI are the same, whenever E U R f--- E' U R'. Furthermore, if E U R f--- E' U R' 

and the reduction ordering ~ contains R, then ~ also contains R'. Consequently, the system RCXJ 

is terminating for any derivation for which the initial rewrite system Ro (which is usually empty) 

is contained in the reduction ordering ~. The above inference rules never decrease the strength of 

rewriting, that is, if E U R f--- E' U R', then any term t that is reducible by R is also reducible by R'. 

By a (standard) completion procedure, we mean a program that accepts as input a set of equa

tions Eo U Ro and a reduction ordering ~ containing Ro, and uses some strategy to apply the 

inference rules of C to generate a derivation from Eo U Ro. We say that a completion procedure 

succeeds for a given input if no unoriented equation persists forever (ECXJ = 0) and the set of persist

ing rules (RCXJ) is convergent. A procedure fails for an input if ECXJ -# 0. Similarly, we distinguish 

between failing and non-failing derivations depending on whether or not ECXJ is empty. A comple

tion procedure is called correct if RCXJ is convergent, whenever ECXJ = 0. In other words, correctness 

asserts that all non-failing derivations result in a convergent system. 

The procedure given in Section 1 can be viewed as an exemplar of standard completion. Step 

2 represents an application of orientation; step 3, repeated application of composition; step 4, 

repeated deduction; step 6, repeated simplification and deletion. Step 4, in combination with step 

5, implicitly uses collapse, for whenever a rule s <c-7 t can be collapsed to u ~ t, then u ~ t is a 

critical pair in CP(R). In the above procedure, the equation u ~ t is first deduced in step 4, but 

may be deleted in step 5. Fairness of the procedure, that is, fairness of all its derivations, depends 

on the order in which, in step 1, equations are removed from E. 

Observe that equations in E are kept in fully simplified form (step 6). Consequently, whenever 

an equation s ~ t is selected in step 1, both sand t are irreducible with respect to the current rewrite 

system R. This guarantees that R will never contain two rules with literally similar left-hand sides 

and also that the restrictions imposed on collapse inferences are satisfied. 

3.2. Proof Transformation 

By a (proof) transformation system we mean a binary relation R on equational proofs. Elements 

of R are called proof transformation rules and are written P :::} Q. As far as proof transformation 

is concerned we do not distinguish a proof P from the inverse proof p-l. We associate with R, a 

proof transformation relation:::} which is the smallest proof transformation relation that contains 

R and for which p-1 
:::} Q-I, whenever P :::} Q. We also say that a proof P can be transformed 

to Q, whenever P :::}* Q. 
Let R denote the set of all the above proof transformation rules, and let:::} be the corresponding 

proof transformation relation. Since each inference rule is a combination of basic expansions and 

contractions, the Reflection Lemma asserts that every application of an inference rule in C is 

reflected on the proof level by transformations in R. 
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We take a "two-dimensional" view of proofs (larger terms above smaller ones), and illustrate 

the proof normalization process with the axioms of group theory: 

eo x ~ x 

x 0 x ~ e 

(Xoy)oz ~ xo(yoz)o 

The equation z-- 0 e ~ z is provable: 

z °e <,-7E z-- 0 (z- 0 z) 

<,-7E (z--oz-)oz 

<,-7E eoz 

<,-7E Zo 

Let ~ be the recursive path ordering (see [17]) corresponding to a precedence ordering in which 0 

is greater than -, which is greater than eo By repeated application of orientation we obtain the 

following rewrite system RI from the above equations: 

eox <,-7 x 

x oX <,-7 e 

(Xoy)oz <,-7 xo(yoz)o 

These inference steps are reflected by a sequence of proof transformations Po =? + PI, where Po is 

the above proof and PI is 

eoz 

z °e Zo 

The middle two steps of this proof form a peak which is an instance of a peak 

x - 0 (x 0 y) <,-7 Rl (x - 0 x) 0 y <,-7 Rl e 0 y 

between the second and third rule of RIo We can deduce the critical pair x- 0 (x 0 y) ~ eo y and 

obtain a new proof P2 : 

z °e z, 

where R2 = RI and E2 contains the critical pair. Again, PI =? + P20 The equation x- 0 (x 0 y) ~ eo y 

can be simplified to x- 0 (x 0 y) ~ y, replacing one step of P2 with two steps in P3 : 

z 

z °e 
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Orienting the new equation and moving it from E3 to R4 , induces a transformation P3 =? + P4 , 

where P4 is 

e·z 

z ·e z. 

The trivial peak z +--- R4 e . z +--- R4 z can be transformed away, so that we end up with a proof 

z ·e z. 

We deduce the critical pair x-- . e ~ x and turn that into a rule x-- . e +--- x. The initial equation 

z-- . e ~ z can now be deduced immediately, via a one-step rewrite proof. However, the set of 

derived rules 

e·x +--- x 

x ·x +--- e 

(x·y)·z +--- x·(y·z) 

x-·(x·y) +--- y 

x ·e +--- x 

is not yet convergent. For instance, the equation e- . y ~ y is provable, but not by a rewrite proof. 

If we continue the completion process, we eventually obtain the ten-rule convergent system shown 

in Section 1. 

3.3. Proof Normalization 

The proof transformations reflecting completion are simplifying, so that any arbitrary sequence of 

proof transformations (applied to a finite proof) has to be finite: 

LEMMA 3.6. The proof transformation relation =? is terminating. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. We define a measure of the complexity of an equational proof by assigning a 

certain cost to each single proof step. The cost of an equational proof step s +---E::::::v tors +---E::::::v t 

is the triple ({ s, t}, u, t). The cost of a rewrite proof step s +---E---+v tors +---E---+v t is ({ s}, u, t). The 

complexity of a proof is the multiset of the costs of its proof steps. 

Proof steps are compared with each other according to their cost, using the lexicographic com

bination of the multiset extension ';>-mul of the reduction ordering ';>- in the first component, the 

specialization ordering b in the second component, and the reduction ordering ';>- in the last com

ponent. Proofs are compared according to their complexity, using the extension of the above 

lexicographic ordering to multisets. This ordering, which is a proof reduction ordering, contains 

the proof transformation relation =? For details of a similar proof, see [2, 3]. D 

It remains to be shown that every identity eventually has a (persisting) rewrite proof. If no 

unoriented equations persist, that is, if the procedure does not fail, this is the same as saying that 

the result RCXJ is Church-Rosser. For this, it suffices to show that for each proof Pi in Ei U Ri there 
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is a suitable proof transformation sequence for which the minimal proof Pn is a rewrite proof in 

R CXJ . In short, we interpret completion as a process of proof normalization, the goal of which is the 

derivation of rewrite proofs. Computation of critical pairs is a sufficient condition for fairness: 

PROPOSITION 3.7. A derivation in C is fair (with respect to =?) if the set CP(RCXJ ) of all critical 

pairs between persisting rules is a subset of the set Uk Ek of all deduced equations. 

TH EO REM 3.8 (Correctness). The limit RCXJ of a non-failing fair derivation is convergent. 

PROOF. As all rewrite systems Ri in a derivation are contained in the given reduction ordering ~, 

the limit RCXJ is terminating. To prove that RCXJ is Church-Rosser, we need to show that whenever 

an equation s ~ t is provable in R CXJ , then it is provable by a rewrite proof. Let P be a minimal 

proof of s ~ tin RCXJ with respect to the (well-founded) proof ordering =?*. Suppose P is not a 

rewrite proof. Then, by existence (in the non-failing case) and fairness, there exists a proof pi of 

s ~ t in UJEi URi), such that P =?+ pl. But then (by persistence) there also exists a proof P" of 

s ~ t in ECXJ U R CXJ , such that pi =?* P". Since ECXJ = 0, this p" would be a strictly smaller proof 

in R CXJ . This contradicts the assumption that P is minimal. Hence, P must be in normal form. D 

It is tempting to strengthen the collapse rule, so that one can reduce the left-hand side of a 

rule by another rule with the same left side. This, however, can not always be done without losing 

correctness. Consider the following initial system of oriented equations: 

C ----7 a 

g( x) ----7 x 

f(x,b) ----7 x 

f(x,g(y)) ----7 f(g(x),y) 

f(b,z) ----7 c 

along with a lexicographic path ordering (see [17]) in which the function symbols in order of 

decreasing precedence are f, c, g, b, a, and in which the first argument of f is more significant 

than the second. Deduction generates the rules c ----7 band f(g(b),z) ----7 c. The latter (unreduced) 

produces c ----7 g(b) and f(g(g(b)),z) ----7 c. Now, c ----7 g(b) can be used to collapse c ----7 b away (with 

the proposed lax inference rule) and g( x) ----7 x simplifies the other one away. So their critical pairs 

do not persist. The new ones, however, generate c ----7 g(g(b)) and f(g(g(g(b))),z) ----7 c, and so on, 

never reaching a convergent system. This, despite the fact that there is a finite one: 

f(x,a) ----7 x 

f(a,z) ----7 a 

b ----7 a 

On the proof level, the proof of b ~ a gets stretched out, more and more. 

It is all right to use older rules to collapse newer ones with the same left-hand side. To allow 

for this, we should compare left-hand sides using a relation b ' that includes encompassment and 

makes newer rules bigger, instead of just encompassment. This change should be made in the 

inference rule, transformation rule, and proof ordering; see also Section 6. 

Correctness, in our sense, of a specific completion procedure was first proved in [33]. By 

formulating completion as an equational inference system and deriving corresponding completeness 
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results, we obtain correctness of a wide class of different completion procedures. The proof ordering 

approach is comparatively simple and intuitive, especially for dealing with simplification inferences. 

The intrinsic difficulty of applying our approach consists in finding a suitable ordering for proving 

normalization. Once an appropriate proof ordering has been found, the remaining verification steps 

are straightforward. We use multisets of the individual costs of steps, since that allows one proof 

step to be replaced by any number of smaller ones. In particular, proof transformations that delete 

steps will always result in a decrease in a multiset ordering. For standard completion, steps are 

ordered by triples, ({ s, t}, u, t) or ({ s}, u, t), each component of which is designed to handle some of 

the transformations. Were we to only have the first four inference rules, the first component alone 

would suffice: The cost {s}, {s} of the two steps in a peak u +--- s +--- v would be replaced by the 

cost {u, v} of an application of a critical pair; orienting reduces the cost of a step from {u, v} to 

just {u} or {v}; and simplifying equations reduces the cost of a step from {s, t} to {s, u}, for some 

u smaller than t. But once we include composition and collapsing, this ordering must be refined: 

the second component was designed to handle the two steps that replace a collapsed step, while 

the third component makes using a composed rule smaller than using the original. Kiichlin [45] 

has also discussed completion from the point of view of simplification. 

3.4. Completeness of Completion 

We can show the following: 

TH EO REM 3.9. 5uppose there exists some finite convergent rewrite system that is contained in a 

reduction order ~ and which has the same equational theory as Eo. Then, any fair, unfailing 

derivation from Eo, using ~, will reach a convergent system (not necessarily the same one) after a 

finite number of steps. 

PROOF. Let 5 be the system in the supposition and let 5' be a system with the same left-hand 

sides for each rule, but with right-hand sides replaced by their normal-form in 5. The system 5' is 

also convergent: It is terminating, since +---S/~+---S. It is Church-Rosser, since for any proof s +---SI t 

there is also a proof s +---s t. Since 5 is convergent, there is also a proof s +---k v +---k t. Moreover, 

all ways of rewriting must lead to the same normal form v; in particular, we can apply rules in 5 

to mimic 5'. Hence, s +---SI v +---SI t. 

We know that each rule s +--- t in 5' is a theorem in Eo. Hence, in any fair derivation Eo f--- El f--

E2 f--- ••• , each rule will have a persisting rewrite proof after a finite number of steps. In fact, these 

rewrite proofs must be of the form s +--- Ri t, since t can not be reducible without violating the fact 

that both 5' and Ri are contained in the same irreflexive ordering ~. Let R be the finite set of 

persisting rules needed for rewrite proofs of all rules in 5'. 

We show that R is Church-Rosser. Let s +--- R u ---+ R t be a peak in R. By soundness, there 

is a proof s +---SI t in 5' (since there is one in Eo) and by confluence of 5' there is a valley proof 

s ---+SI V +---SI. We have ---+S/~---+R. Therefore, there is also a proof s ---+R v +---R. D 

A rewrite system R is reduced if, for each rule l ---+ r in R, the right-hand side r is irreducible 

by R and no term s less than l in the encompassment ordering is reducible [19]. It has been 

shown [14, 48] that there is exactly one (finite or infinite) reduced convergent rewrite system (up 

to renaming of variables) contained in any given reduction ordering. The contraction rules we have 

suffice for reducing rules in this way. We can accordingly modify our notion of "normal-form proof" 
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to insist that all rules used in valley proofs be reduced. It would then follow that whenever a finite 

rewrite system R exists for a given ordering ~, any fair unfailing derivation will discover it. 

The extensive use of simplification, composition, and collapse is typical of completion proce

dures. The procedure of Section 1 keeps rules and equations reduced. That procedure may generate 

critical pairs from non-persisting rules that are not necessary. On the other hand, not all critical 

pairs between persisting rules are generated either. For, if the right-hand side of an old rewrite 

rule is simplified in step 3, no critical pairs are computed with the newly simplified rule. This 

optimization can be viewed as an application of a "critical pair criterion." The fairness of the 

procedure can be proved using the techniques described in the next section. 

4. Critical Pair Criteria 

The efficiency of the completion process depends primarily on the number of critical pairs generated. 

Simplification can be a very effective mechanism for eliminating superfluous equations. For instance, 

a critical pair is redundant if it can be reduced to an existing critical pair. Redundancy of a critical 

pair can often be determined by examining the structure of the associated critical overlap. 

A terminating rewrite system R will be called convergent for a set of equations E if for every 

equation s ~ t in E we have s ---+ R v ---+ R t. By a critical pair criterion C PC we mean a mapping 

from sets of equations to sets of equations, where C PC(E) is meant to indicate which critical 

pairs are deemed redundant. A criterion C PC is sound with respect to a reduction ordering ~ 

if, whenever a rewrite system R is contained in ~ and is convergent for C P(R) \ C PC(R), R is 

Church-Rosser. In other words, a sound criterion provides a characterization of the Church-Rosser 

property. To be of use in practice, a criterion also has to be compatible with the simplification 

mechanism employed by completion. 

A derivation Eo U Ro f--- El URI f--- E2 U R2 f--- ••• is called fair with respect to C PC if for every 

critical overlap P associated with a critical pair s ~ t in C P( R CXJ ) \ Ui C PC (Ei U Ri) there exists a 

proof Q in Ui( Ei U Ri), such that P =? + Q. We say that a criterion C PC is correct if any non-failing 

derivation is fair whenever it is fair with respect to C PC. Clearly, if a non-failing derivation is fair 

with respect to a correct criterion C PC, then its limit RCXJ is convergent. 

Every correct criterion is sound [3] but not vice versa. For instance, Zhang and Kapur [59] 

suggest a criterion PCP, where PC P( R) consists of all critical pairs of a rule u ---+ v on another 

rule s ---+ t at a position pq, such that p, q -# A and the overlapped term sa is reducible at position p. 

This criterion can be proved to be sound without much difficulty, but is not correct in this sense.1 

For instance, the derivation 

{-O ---+ 0, v-x + x ---+ 0, -0 + 0 ---+ O} 

f--- {-O ---+ 0, V -x + x ---+ 0, 0 + 0 ~ O} 

f--- {-O ---+ 0, V -x + x ---+ 0, 0 + 0 ---+ O} 

is fair with respect to the criterion, but the final rewrite system is not Church-Rosser, as the term 

V -0 + 0 has two different normal forms va and o. The problem with the criterion is that a critical 

pair may be redundant at some stage during the completion process, but non-redundant at a later 

stage. (Note, in particular, that the critical pair 0 ~ vif+O obtained by superposing -0 ---+ 0 on 

1 Zhang and Kapur [59] attribute the criterion to Winkler and Buchberger [58], but the latters' actual, more subtle 

criterion is a specific instance of the composite criterion described below and is correct. 
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v-x + X ----7 0 is in PCP(Eo U Ro) and therefore is superfluous according to the criterion.) All 

of the correct criteria that have been suggested in the literature can be viewed as applications 

of compositeness, a concept that is the analogue, on the proof level, of the term-based notion of 

"connectedness" [12]. 

A peak P of the form s ----7 E U ----7 E t is called composite with respect to a proof ordering ~~ if 

there exist a sequence of proofs QI, ... , Qn in E, where Qi is a proof of Ui-I ~ Ui, such that Uo = s, 

Un+1 = t, U ~ Ui, and P ~~ Qi. We also call QI, ... , Qn a decomposition of the peak P. Note 

that it is possible that the composition QI ... Qn of all proofs Qi is bigger than P with respect to 

a proof ordering ~~. A critical pair is called composite if its corresponding critical overlap is. 

Let ~~ be a proof ordering like the one used for standard completion, except that we add a 

component to the cost of a step: the cost of an equational proof step s ----7E::::::v t (or s ----7E::::::v t) is now 

({ s, t}, sip, u, t), and for a rewrite proof step s ----7E---+v t (or s ----7E---+v t) is now ({ s}, sip, u, t). Proof 

steps are compared as before, using the proper subterm ordering for the new second component. 

By CCP(E) we denote the set of all critical pairs in CP(E) that are composite with respect to ~~. 

THEOREM 4.1. The composite criterion CC P is correct. 

PROOF. Let Eo U Ro f--- EI URI f--- E2 U R2 f--- ••• be a fair derivation with respect to CC P, where 

ECXJ = 0. We use induction on ~~ to show that every proof Pin Ui(Ei URi) can be transformed to 

a rewrite proof in R CXJ . 

By persistence, if P is not a proof in RCXJ or contains a non-proper overlap, then there is 

some proof Q with P =? + Q. On the other hand, if P is a proof in R CXJ , then any proper overlap 

s ----7R= U ----7R= t can be written as v[pla], where pi is a critical overlap and s' ~ t ' the corresponding 

critical pair in C P(RCXJ). 

If the critical pair s' ~ t' is contained in some set CCP(EkURk), then there exists a decomposi

tion of pi and consequently also a decomposition PI' ... ' Pn of v[pla], where P ~~ Pi, for all i with 

1 ~ i ~ n. We may use the induction hypothesis to infer that each proof Pi can be transformed to 

a rewrite proof Qi in R CXJ . Let Q' be the composition QI·· ·Qn of all these rewrite proofs. Since 

all terms in Q' are strictly smaller than u, we have P ~~ Q' and hence may apply the induction 

hypothesis again, to conclude that there is a rewrite proof of s ~ t in R CXJ . Therefore there exists 

a proof Q with P =?+ Q. 
If the critical pair s' ~ t' is not contained in any set CCP(Ek U Rk), then by fairness there 

exists a proof Q with P =? + Q. 
In sum, any proof P that is not a rewrite proof in RCXJ can be transformed to a simpler proof Q. 

By the induction hypothesis, the proof Q (and hence P) can be transformed to a rewrite proof. D 

Various techniques have been used in practice to check for compositeness. The basic idea is 

to check whether, in a critical overlap P = ta ----7R sa[ua]p ----7R sa[va]p (of U ----7 von s ----7 t), the 

overlapped term sa[ua]p can be reduced in other ways than indicated by the overlap. 

Suppose sa can be rewritten to a term w by applying a rule s' ----7 t ' at a position p'. If pi = pq 

for some position q, such that either q -# A or else both s b s' and u b S', then P can be decomposed 

into two peaks PI = ta ----7R sa ----7R wand P2 = w ----7R sa ----7R sa[va]p. (It can easily be checked 

that P ~~ PI and P ~~ P2.) Since the rule s ----7 t can be collapsed if s b S', it is sufficient to 

require only q -# A in completion procedures that construct reduced rewrite systems. This special 

case of compositeness was introduced by Kapur, Musser, and Narendran [40]. For example, if R 
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contains rewrite rules (x- . y)- ----7 y- . x-- , x . x- ----7 e, and x-- ----7 x, then the critical overlap 

(between the first two rules) is composite, because the subterm x-- in x- . x-- is reducible. 

If the position p/ is not below p, additional information is required to ensure compositeness. 

Suppose p/ -# A and there exists a proof PI of ta ~ w, such that P ~~ Pl. By taking P2 to be 

the peak w ----7R sa ----7R sa [va], we obtain a (binary) decomposition of the original peak. The 

existence of a suitable proof PI is difficult to determine, in general, but is guaranteed if the critical 

pair between rules s ----7 t and s/ ----7 t/ has already been computed. Techniques for keeping track of 

previously computed critical pairs have been described by Kiichlin [43], for instance. 

We conclude this section by using compositeness to establish a new Church-Rosser result. Sup

pose u ----7 v and u/ ----7 v/ can both be superposed on the same rule s ----7 t, at positions p and pi, 

respectively. Let ta ~ sa[va]p and ta' ~ sa/[v/a/]pl be the corresponding critical pairs. We say 

that the first critical pair is subsumed by the second if p/ -# A and there exists a substitution T, 

such that xa = (xa/)T, for all variables x in s. A set of critical pairs S, with S ~ CP(R), is called 

complete if each critical pair in C P( R) is subsumed by some critical pair in S. 

THEOREM 4.2. A terminating rewrite system R is Church-Rosser if and only if it is convergent for 

some complete subset of C P( R). 

PROOF. The only-if direction is trivial. For the other direction, let ~ be a reduction ordering 

containing R. We prove that whenever S is a complete subset of C P(R), then all critical pairs 

in C P( R) \ S are composite with respect to ~~. Let ta ~ sal va] be such a critical pair and 

P be the corresponding overlap ta ----7 R sal ua] ----7 R sal va]. Since S is complete, this critical 

pair is subsumed by some critical pair ta' ~ sa/[v/a/]pl in S, where p/ -# A and (ta/)T = ta and 

(sa/[ v/ a/])T = sal v/ a], for some substitution T. Since R is convergent for S, there is a rewrite 

proof of ta' ~ sa'lv'a'l. Let PI be a corresponding rewrite proof of ta ~ salvia] and P2 be 

the proof salvia] ----7R sa ----7R salva]. The proof P2 differs from P in that its first rewrite step 

is simpler: {({sa},sa,s,ta)} ~~ {({sa},u/a,u/,ta)} (note that subsumption implies that uta is a 

proper subterm of sa). Since we also have P ~~ PI, the two proofs PI and P2 form a decomposition 

of P. We conclude that all critical pairs are composite, which, by the correctness of the composite 

criterion, implies that R is Church-Rosser. D 

This theorem has applications to rewrite systems R containing rules t[ s, s] ----7 u with multiple 

occurrences of the same subterm on the left-hand side. For each critical pair obtained by super

posing on one occurrence of s, there is a corresponding critical pair obtained by superposing on 

another occurrence of s. As all these critical pairs subsume each other, it is sufficient to compute 

just one of them. 

5. Completion Modulo a Congruence 

Some equations induce non-terminating rewrite relations. For example, the commutativity axiom 

x + y ~ y + x enables a rewrite t + t ----7 t + t. Standard completion fails for such problematic 

equations, but it is often possible to construct rewrite systems for which normal forms are unique 

up to a simple equivalence relation. 
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Let A be a set of equations, assumed to be symmetric for simplicity. A rewrite system R is 

called Church-Rosser modulo A if, for all terms sand t with s *-+AUR t, there are terms u and v, 

such that s *-+ R u *-+ A v *-+ R t. A proof of the form s *-+ R u *-+ A v *-+ R t is called a rewrite proof 

modulo A. 

The rewrite system R/ A consists of all rules s *-+ t, for which s *-+ A u *-+ R v *-+ A t. It represents 

the rewrite relation induced by R on equivalence classes of A. We say that a reduction ordering ~ 

is compatible with A if s ~ t implies u ~ v, for all terms s, t, u, and v with u *-+A sand t *-+A v. A 

system R/ A is terminating if and only if R is contained in a reduction ordering ~ that is compatible 

with A. 

Consider, for example the set A of associativity and commutativity axioms 

x + y ~ y+x 

(x+y)+z x+(y+z) ~ 

and the set R [32] of rules 

x+O *-+ x 

O+x *-+ x 

x X Y 

xx(yxz) 

x 

x 

yxx 

(xxy)xz 

f(O) *-+ 1 

x X 1 

1xx 

f(x + y) f(x) X f(y) 

The system R/ A is terminating, for if ground terms are evaluated by 

v(O) 
v(l ) 

v( s + t) 
v( s X t) 

v(J(s)) 

2 

2 

v(s) + v(t) 

v(s) + v(t) 

v( s)2 

then any application of a rule decreases the value of a ground term, while equivalent terms with 

respect to A have the same value. The rewrite system R is also Church-Rosser modulo A; a test 

for this property is described below. 

Following the techniques outlined in previous sections, we first describe H uet 's method for 

constructing convergent rewrite systems modulo A from the perspective of proof normalization. In 

this context, a normal-form proof is a rewrite proof modulo A by R. As before, by a peak we mean 

a proof s *-+ R u *-+ R t. By a cliff we mean a proof s *-+ A u *-+ R tors *-+ R u *-+ A t. A rewrite 

system R is Church-Rosser modulo A if and only if there is a rewrite proof modulo A in R for every 

equation provable in A U R. A proof in A U R, on the other hand, is a rewrite proof modulo A if 

and only if it contains no peak or cliff. 

The Critical Pair Lemma indicates that every peak can be replaced by a rewrite proof unless 

it is a proper overlap. Let P be a cliff s *-+ A U *-+ R t. If P is a non-overlap, then a rewrite proof 

modulo A can be obtained by commuting the two proof steps. If P is a proper overlap, then by 

the Critical Pair Lemma s *-+CP(AUR) t. Nested cliffs can be problematic. For example, in 

axb*-+Aaxa*-+Ra 

the application of an equation a ~ b is nested within the rule x X x *-+ x. The cliff can be replaced 

by a proof 
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(which contains a similar nested cliff!) but not by a rewrite proof modulo A. This example involves 

a non-left-linear rewrite rule. A cliff in which the application of an equation of A is nested within 

the application of a left-linear rule can always be replaced by a rewrite proof modulo A. Therefore 

the Critical Pair Lemma also provides an Existence Lemma for rewrite proofs modulo A, provided 

rewrite rules are left-linear. 

Let ~ be a reduction ordering that is compatible with A. The inference system £ contains all 

inference rules of C, but restricted so that all sets of equations are of the form A U E U R, with A 

being fixed. In addition, £ contains two new inference rules: 

EXTENSION: 

DELETION: 

AUEUR 

AU E U {s ~ t} U R 

AU E U {s ~ t} U R 

AUEUR 

which are reflected by proof transformation rules 

if s ~ t E C P(A U R) \ 

CP(A) 

if s *-+:4 t 

S+-------7U-----7t =? S+-------7E t 
A R 

s +-------7 E t =? s +-------7:4 t 

(The first kind of transformation covers not only extension, but also elimination of non-overlaps 

and certain nested overlaps between A and R.) 

LEMMA 5.1. The proof transformation relation =? for £ is terminating. 

PROOF. We define a well-founded ordering using a suitable measure of the complexity of a proof. 

The cost of a proof step s *-+~ t is defined to be the triple ({ s, ~}, ~, ~), if e is an equation in Ai 

({ s}, U, {t}), if e is a rule U *-+ Vi and ({ t}, V, {s}) if e is a rule U *-+ v. If e is neither an equation 

in A nor a rule, the cost of the proof step is ({ s}, T, {t}), if s ~ ti ({ t}, T, {s}) if t ~ Si and 

({ s, t}, ~, ~), otherwise. The complexity of a proof is the multiset of all costs of its proof steps. 

Proof steps are compared using the multiset extension of the reduction ordering ~ in the first 

component, the encompassment ordering b in the second component, and the reduction ordering 

~ in the last component. The symbols T and ~ are assumed to be maximum and minimum 

elements, respectively, in any of these orderings. We denote this ordering on triples by ~lex. Proofs 

are compared using the multiset extension of this ordering. This proof ordering ~~ is well-founded 

and contains the transformation relation =? based on the old and new transformation rules. We 

show some representative cases in detail: 

Extension. We have (s *-+ A U *-+ R t) ~~ (s *-+ E t), because ({ s, ~}, ~, ~) ~lex ({ s}, T, t). 

Orientation. (s *-+E t) ~~ (s *-+R t), because ({s}, T,t) ~lex ({s},u,t), for any term u. 

Deletion. (s *-+E t) ~~ (s *-+:4 t), because {s,t} ~mul {u,~}, for every term u with s *-+:4 u. 

(Note that s *-+:4 t implies s 'I- t and t 'I- s.) 

Simplification. If s ~ t, then (s *-+ E t) ~~ (s *-+ R u *-+ E t), because s ~ u and ({ s}, T, t) ~lex 

({s},v,u), for any term v. 

If t ~ s, then (s *-+E t) ~~ (s *-+R u *-+E t), because ({t}, T,s) ~lex ({s},v,u) and 

( { t}, T, s) ~ I ex ({ t}, T, u). 
If neither s ~ t nor t ~ s, then (s *-+ E t) ~~ 

( { s, t}, ~, ~) ~ I ex ({ S }, v, u). 
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U sing induction on =? + we can prove: 

THEOREM 5.2 ([32]). Let R be a rewrite system and A be a set of equations, such that R/ A ter

minates. The system R is Church-Rosser modulo A if and only if, for all terms sand t with 

s +--- R U +--- AuR t, there are terms v and w, such that s +---R v +---A w +---R t. 

Again, computation of critical pairs suffices for fairness: 

PROPOSITION 5.3. A derivation A U Eo U Ro f--- A U El U Rl f--- ••• in £ is fair if the set of all 

persisting critical pairs C P(A U R CXJ ) \ C P(A) is a subset of Uk Ek. 

We obtain the following proof normalization result: 

THEOREM 5.4. Let Ro be a rewrite system and ~ be a reduction ordering that contains Ro and is 

compatible with A. If Eo U Ro f--- El URI f--- ••• is a fair unfailing derivation in £, such that RCXJ is 

left-linear, then RCXJ is convergent modulo A. 

PROOF. Let A U Eo U Ro f--- AU El U Rl f--- ••• be a fair derivation as indicated. We show that 

whenever a proof P in A U ECXJ U RCXJ contains a peak s +--- RX) u +--- Roo t, a cliff s +--- AU+---Roo t, 

or a cliff s +--- Roo U +--- A t, then there is a proof Q in A U Ej U Rj, for some j ~ i, such that 

P =? + Q. By the Critical Pair Lemma, any peak or cliff in P which is a non-overlap or nested 

can be replaced by a rewrite proof modulo A. (Left-linearity of RCXJ guarantees that there are no 

problematic nested cliffs.) By fairness, every proper overlap can also be replaced by a simpler proof. 

Since the derivation is unfailing, ECXJ = 0, and we may conclude that any non-normal persisting 

proof can be transformed to a simpler proof. The assertion follows by persistence. D 

The above completion method has been suggested by Huet [32]. Its main drawback is the 

restriction of left-linearity. (Note that a non-left linear rule can be inferred from left-linear ones.) 

A different approach to rewriting modulo a congruence employs a stronger rewrite relation RA 

that is based on A-matching and in which every problematic nested cliff s +--- AU+---R t can be 

regarded as a single rewrite step s +--- RA t. Then a rewrite system R has to be constructed so that 

RA is Church-Rosser modulo A. This eliminates the problem with nested cliffs, but introduces a 

new problem of handling more general overlaps involving the rewrite relation RA. Such overlaps 

can be effectively dealt with if a finite, complete A-unification algorithm is given. An associative

commutative completion procedure based on this approach has been described by Peterson and 

Stickel [53]; for a formulation within the inference rule cum proof normalization approach, see [7] 

6. Ordered Completion 

Standard completion fails whenever an equation s ~ t between persistently irreducible, yet in

comparable terms sand t is generated. Commutativity, x X y ~ y X x, is an example of such 

an unorientable equation, as the two terms x X y and y X x are incomparable with respect to any 

reduction ordering. The strategy used by a completion procedure to construct a derivation may 

determine whether or not an unorientable equation is generated [21]. To avoid failure a procedure 

may have to systematically enumerate all possible derivations (for example, via backtracking). In 

some cases, standard completion is bound to fail even with backtracking. In fact, the method may 

fail even when it is supplied with a reduction ordering suitable for a convergent system that does 

exist. 
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For example, if the initial set of equations Eo is 

1 X (-x + x) :::::: 0 

lX(x+-x):::::: x+-x 

-x + x :::::: y +-y 

then standard completion fails, regardless of which reduction ordering is supplied as input! The 

only inference rule that can possibly be applied to the above set of equations is orientation, which 

may result in two rules: 

1 X (-x + x) ----7 0 

lx(x+-x) ----7 x+-x 

(no other orientation is possible). These two rules do not overlap and constitute a convergent rewrite 

system. The third equation is unorientable and both its sides are irreducible by the above two rules. 

As a consequence, no inference rules are applicable. Nonetheless, there exists a convergent system 

for the given equational theory. 

-x + X ----7 0 

X + -x ----7 0 

1 X 0 ----7 0 

U norientable equations, in which one side contains a variable not occurring in the other side, 

can sometimes be dealt with by introducing new function symbols, a technique suggested in [42]. 

For instance, if the equation -x + x :::::: y + -y is replaced by two rules -x + x ----7 c and y + -y ----7 c, 

where c is a new (minimal) constant, then completion succeeds in constructing a convergent system 

of four rules: 

-x + X ----7 C 

X + -x ----7 C 

1 X C ----7 C 

o ----7 C 

which represents a conservative extension of the original equational theory (and, hence, also pro

vides a decision procedure). The preceding example indicates an inherent inadequacy of standard 

completion, however, and very often this technique just leads to the introduction of ever more new 

function symbols. 

We pursue a different approach for dealing with unorientable equations, called ordered com

pletion, which is a refutationally complete theorem prover for equational theories. The method 

requires neither backtracking, nor introduction of new function symbols. As an equational theo

rem prover, it has the advantage over paramodulation [57] that equations can always be kept in 

fully simplified form and fewer equational consequences need to be considered, since the ordering 

supplied to the procedure gives some measure of direction to the prover. 

A convergent rewrite system defines unique normal forms for all terms. In applications such 

as (refutational) theorem proving uniqueness of ground normal forms is sufficient. In this section, 
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we present an inference system, called "ordered completion," for the construction of systems of 

equations that define unique ground normal forms. 

Let E be a set of equations E and ~ be a reduction ordering. We write s ----7 E'r t (or t ----7 E'r s) if 

s ----7 E t and s ~ t. We say that E is ground convergent (with respect to ~ ) if for all ground terms s 

and t with s ----7E t, there exists a ground term v, such that s ----7E'r v ----7E'r t. A ground convergent 

system defines unique ground normal forms. 

By a rewrite proof (with respect to ~) we mean a proof of the form s ----7 E'r V ----7 E'r t. A set 

of equations E is ground convergent if and only if there exists a ground rewrite proof for every 

equation between ground terms that is provable in E. A ground proof is either a rewrite proof or 

else contains a peak s ----7 E'r U ----7 E'r t or an unorientable equality step s ----7 E t (where neither s ~ t 

nor t ~ s). If the reduction ordering is total on ground terms, unorientable equality steps cannot 

occur, though. 

A reduction ordering ~ is said to be complete (with respect to E) if, whenever sand tare 

distinct ground terms (and s ----7E t), then either s ~ t or else t ~ s. A ground rewrite proof 

with respect to a complete reduction ordering ~ is simply a (ground) proof containing no peak 

s ----7 E'r U ----7 E'r t. Proof normalization corresponds to elimination of these peaks which can be 

achieved by computation of suitable critical pairs. 

Let s ~ t and u ~ v be equations with no variables in common, and suppose that some non

variable subterm sip of s is unifiable with u, a being their most general unifier. We say that the 

superposition of u ~ v on s ~ t at position p determines a (ordered) critical pair ta ~ sa[va]p 

(with respect to the ordering ~) if there exists a (ground) substitution T, such that (sa)T ~ (ta)T 

and (sa)T ~ (sa[va]p)T. As before, the peak ta ----7~::::::s sa ----7E::::::v sa[va]p is a critical overlap. By 

C p'r (E) we denote the set of all ordered critical pairs (with respect to ~) between equations in 

E U E- 1
. 

For example, the two equations (x . y) . (z . w) ~ (x . z) . (y. w) and (x· y) . x ~ x overlap 

in (( u . v) . u) . (Vi. v) ----7 E (( u . v) . Vi) . (u . v) ----7 E U· v and define an ordered critical pair 

(( u . v) . u) . ( Vi . v) ~ u . v with respect to the lexicographic path ordering. 

An ordered critical pair of an equation on itself at the top need not be trivial. For instance, 

superposing the equation a- ~ x . a on itself at the top may yield a non- trivial equation x . a ~ y. a. 

The computation of ordered critical pairs with respect to a reduction ordering ~ requires that 

one be able to decide, given terms s, t, u, and v, whether there exists a ground substitution a, such 

that sa ~ ta and ua ~ va. This question is decidable, for instance, if ~ is a path ordering based 

on a total precedence [15, 37]. If inequations can not be solved in general for the given ordering ~, 

or if the decision procedure is prohibitively expensive, then completion may have to deduce more 

equations than are actually necessary to ensure fairness. However, the computation of standard 

critical pairs always suffices for fairness, as C P( E U E- 1
) is a superset of the set of ordered critical 

pairs C p'r (E). 

The Critical Pair Lemma can be adapted to ordered critical pairs without much difficulty: 

LEM MA 6.1 (Ordered Critical Pair Lemma [46]). Let ~ be a complete reduction ordering with re

spect to E. For all ground terms s, t, and u with s ----7 E'r U ----7 E'r t, there either exists a ground 

term v, such that s ----7E'r v ----7E'r t, or else s ----7CP'r(E) t. 

PROOF. The proof is similar to that of the Critical Pair Lemma. Non-overlaps and proper 

overlaps, in particular, can be dealt with in the same way. Any nested overlap s ----7 E'r U ----7 E'r t can 

be replaced by a proof of the form s ----7E'r v ----7E W ----7E'r t, which is a ground rewrite proof, as the 
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completeness of ~ implies that the proof step v <,-7E w is either of the form v <,-7gr W or v <,-7gr w. 

D 

For the purpose of normalizing ground proofs, the following expansion rule is sufficient: 

DEDUCTION: 
E 

if s ~ tEe p'r (E) 
E U {s ~n t} 

where we also assume that a label n (typically a non-negative number) is assigned to each newly 

deduced equation. We also assume that a well-founded ordering on labels is supplied. These labels 

will be used in formulating suitable contraction rules, as discussed next. 

We shall not design specific combinations of expansion and contraction for ordered completion, 

but only specify the proof transformation relation with respect to which contraction may be applied. 

We first refine the proof ordering for standard completion. Let the cost of a single proof step 

s <,-7~::::::nV t be the quadruple ({s},u,n,t), if s ~ t; ({t},u,n,s), if t ~ s; and ({s,t},u,n,s), 

otherwise. Proof steps are compared as before (see Lemma 3.6), using the given ordering on labels 

for the new third component. The corresponding proof ordering is denoted by ~~. By =? we denote 

the proof transformation relation induced by this proof ordering: P =? Q if and only if P and Q are 

proofs of the same equation for which P ~~ Q. Observe that whenever P is a proof s <,-7 E'r- U <,-7 E'r- t 

and Q is a corresponding rewrite proof s <,-7 E'r- V <,-7 E'r- t, then P =? Q. 
By an ordered completion system we mean any inference system consisting of a version of 

expansion that includes at least the above deduction rule, and any version of contraction based on 

the above proof transformation relation. Ordered completion systems are sound: whenever E f--- E', 

the two congruence relations <,-7 E and <,-7 EI are the same. 

Various simplification techniques can be covered with the above version of contraction. For in

stance, the inference rules of standard completion are derived inference rules of ordered completion. 

The strong distinction between equations and rules that is essential in standard completion, can 

be viewed as a specific way of assigning labels: all equations get the same label, say 1, while rules 

get a different label, say o. We may refine this scheme by assigning to all equations a maximum 

label, say T, and assigning to rules the index of the set Ri in which it is included as a result of 

orientation. Orientation thus corresponds to decreasing the label of an equation. Note that this 

refined labelling scheme allows for collapse of a rule by an older rule with a literally similar left-hand 

side. Formally, the inference rules, orientation, simplification, collapse, and composition, can be 

represented as suitable applications of expansion followed by contraction. 

Computation of ordered critical pairs between persisting equations ensures fairness. 

THEOREM 6.2. A derivation in ordered completion is fair if the set of ordered critical pazrs 

C p'r (Eoo) is a subset of the set of all derived equations Uk Ek. 

Fair derivations, on the other hand, always succeed: 

THEOREM 6.3. Let ~ be a complete reduction ordering with respect to E, and let Eoo be the limit 

of a fair derivation from E. Then Eoo is ground convergent with respect to ~. 

PROOF. Let Eo f--- El f--- ••• be a derivation as indicated, and let ~ be a complete reduction 

ordering with respect to Eo. By completeness of~, if P is a non-normal ground proof in E oo , then 

it has to contain a peak s <,-7 E~ U <,-7 E~ t. If the peak is a non-overlap or nested overlap, then it can 
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be transformed into a ground rewrite proof. In the case of a proper overlap, we have s *-+ Ei t, for 

some i. Thus, the derivation is fair, and we conclude that P can be transformed to a normal-form 

proof. This indicates that ECXJ is ground convergent. D 

The theorem applies to reduction orderings that are total on equivalent ground terms. All 

general-purpose term orderings used in practice can be extended to complete orderings. For in

stance, any ordering based on polynomial interpretations [46, 47] can be extended to a complete 

ordering by combining it with a well-founded ordering to distinguish ground terms having the same 

interpretations. 

As an example of ordered completion consider the equational theory of the entropic groupoid 

defined by the two axioms 

(x·y)·(z·w) ~ (x·z)·(y·w) 

(x·y)·x ~ x. 

The first equation is permutative and cannot be oriented in any reduction ordering. Standard 

completion will fail for this set of equations, whereas with ordered completion we can obtain a set 

of equations 

(x·y)·z ~ (x·w)·z 

(x·y)·x *-+ X 

x·(y·z) *-+ x·z 

((x·y)·z)·w *-+ x·w 

[31], which is ground convergent with respect to the lexicographic path ordering, and therefore 

provides a decision procedure for the word problem in the above theory. 

It can be shown that, under certain reasonable assumptions, ordered completion actually suc

ceeds in constructing a convergent rewrite system, if such a system exists. For details see [8]. 

Ordered completion is a refutationally complete theorem proving method for equational theories. 

Let E be a set of equations and s ~ t be an equation provable in E, that is, s *-+E t. Let s ~ t 
be a Skolemized version of s ~ t (that is, all variables are replaced by unique Skolem constants). 

Evidently, we also have s *-+ E t. 
Let now Eo f--- El f--- ••• be any fair derivation in ordered completion, where ~ may be any 

complete reduction ordering. Since ECXJ is ground convergent with respect to ~, there is a ground 

rewrite proof s *-+ i;; v *-+ i;; t, for some i ~ 0, such that v is irreducible by E';,. In other words, 

the two terms sand t can be reduced to a common normal form by some set E'[, whenever s *-+E t. 
By soundness, sand t can only be reduced to a common normal form if s *-+E t. In sum, ordered 

completion provides a semi-decision procedure for the validity problem in equational theories. 

Ordered completion is in essence a restricted version of paramodulation, enriched by contrac

tion rules (including simplification by rewriting). Computation of equational consequences from 

unorientable equations already appears in the work of Brown [11] and Lankford [46] on integrating 

resolution and simplification by rewriting. Peterson [52] proved the refutation completeness of an 

inference system combining resolution, paramodulation, and simplification with respect to order

ings on ground terms that are order-isomorphic to the natural numbers. (This class of orderings 

excludes many important orderings, though, such as most path orderings.) Fribourg [23] proved 
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the completeness of a restricted version of paramodulation with locking resolution. Hsiang and 

Rusinowitch [31] used their transfinite semantic tree method to prove the refutation completeness 

of a restricted version of ordered completion, albeit with weaker simplification than even standard 

completion, as with semantic trees it is difficult to account for simplification rules depending on the 

encompassment ordering. For example, in their inference system the equation (x· y) . (y- . z) ~ x . z 

can not be simplified by x . (y. z) ----7 (x· y) . z. 

Implementations of ordered completion procedures have been reported in [50, 51]. Experiments 

with a procedure that combines ordered completion with associative-commutative completion are 

described in [1]. 

7. Proof by Consistency 

In many applications, such as algebraic data type specifications and equational programming, equa

tions are intended to define a certain standard model, called the "initial model." Reasoning about 

algebraic data types and equational programs thus requires proof methods that reflect this initial 

algebra semantics. Such proof methods typically employ some induction scheme, such as induction 

on the structure of terms. We shall discuss an alternative approach-proof by consistency-that 

can be applied to equational theories that are presented as ground convergent rewrite systems. 

7.1. Ground Reducibility 

An equation s ~ t is said to be an inductive theorem of E if sa ----7 E ta for all ground equations 

sa ~ ta. For example, let Ro be the rules given at the beginning of Section 1 defining addition 

and multiplication in terms of zero and successor. Associativity and commutativity of + and X are 

inductive theorems of R o, but not equational theorems, as there are non-standard models in which 

the functions denoted by + and X are not associative and commutative. 

Dershowitz [16] has pointed out that an equation s ~ t is an inductive theorem of a (ground) 

convergent rewrite system R if and only if no equation u ~ v between distinct ground terms 

irreducible by R, is provable by R U {s ~ t}. Thus, if s ~ t is an inductive theorem of R, then any 

ground convergent rewrite system for R U {s ~ t} defines the same ground normal forms as R. 2 

This observation is the basis for the proof by consistency method. 

For the remainder of this section, let R be a ground convergent rewrite system. Furthermore, 

let ~ be a reduction ordering containing R. (The results below can also be adapted to reduction 

orderings for which the transitive closure of the union with R is well-founded.) 

The fact that two sets of equations Rand R U {s ~ t} define the same initial algebra can 

be expressed in proof-theoretic terms. An equation s ~ t is called consistent with R if, for every 

ground equation sa ~ ta, the two terms sa and ta can be reduced to identical normal forms by 

R. Otherwise, s ~ t is said to be inconsistent with R (since it equates two distinct elements of the 

initial algebra of R). A set of equations C is said to be consistent with R if all its equations are 

consistent with R; and inconsistent, otherwise. 

THEOREM 7.1 ([16]). A set of equations C is consistent with a ground convergent rewrite system 

R if and only if all equations in C are inductive theorems of R. 

2If R is ground convergent, then the algebra defined on the set of ground normal-form terms is an initial model of 

R [28]. It is isomorphic to the quotient of the set of ground terms by the congruence +--+ 'k. 
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Consistency in this sense is not decidable (not even semi-decidable). However, we will show that 

any inconsistent set of equations can be transformed so that its inconsistency can be verified. 

First observe that an inconsistency is indicated by a ground proof of the form 

,! A !, 
s ~ sa f---------7 ta ~ t 

R sr:::Jt R 

where s ~ t is an equation in C and s' and t' are distinct irreducible terms. We call such a ground 

proof an inconsistency proof for s ~ t. An inconsistency proof is said to be in normal form if 

(i) s' = sa and t' = ta, or (ii) s ~ t and s' = sa, or (iii) t ~ sand t' = tao In other words, a 

normal-form proof is one in which rewrite steps can be applied only to the smaller term of sa and 

ta. An equation s ~ t is said to be verifiably inconsistent if there is a normal inconsistency proof 

for it. 

This case of inconsistency is indeed decidable. The key here is the notion of "ground reducibil

ity." A term t is called ground reducible by R if all its ground instances are reducible by R (see 

[36]). For example, every term in which the function symbol + or X occurs is ground reducible by 

the system Ro, since in any ground term the subterm rooted at the rightmost occurrence of + or 

X can be rewritten by one of the four rules. 

LEMMA 7.2. An equation s ~ t is verifiably inconsistent with R if and only if (i) s ~ t and s is not 

ground reducible by R, or (ii) t ~ sand t is not ground reducible by R, or (iii) sit is not ground 

reducible by R U {x#x ----7 T}, where # and T are new function symbols. 

For example, the equation x" ~ x' is verifiably inconsistent, as there is a ground instance 0" ~ 0', 

in which both terms are irreducible, yet distinct; and hence 0"#0' is not ground reducible by 

R U {xix ----7 T}. 

Ground reducibility is decidable for finite rewrite systems [54, 39], but, according to [38] is in 

exponential time even for left-linear rewrite systems. Algorithms for deciding ground-reducibility 

with respect to left-linear rewrite systems have been described in [41, 36]. In theories with free 

constructors ground reducibility is trivially decidable: a term is ground reducible if and only if it 

contains a non-constructor symbol (cf. the discussion of constructors in [34,36,24]). In the example 

above, the function symbols 0 and' are constructors: all ground normal-form terms are built from 

these two symbols only. The constructors are also free: no two ground terms built solely from these 

two symbols are equivalent. 

To sum up, we have the following result: 

TH EO REM 7.3. It is decidable whether an equation s ~ t zs verifiably inconsistent with a gwen 

ground convergent rewrite system R. 

7.2. Proofs of Inconsistency 

The design of inference rules for normalizing inconsistency proofs can be approached as usual. Since 

a non-normal inconsistency proof contains a subproof u ----7R sa ----7c ta or U ----7R ta ----7c sa, where 

s 'i t, proof transformations of the form 

U ~ sa +-------7- ta =? U +-------7- ta 
R C C 
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provide a suitable basis for such proof normalization. Moreover, we know that in inconsistency 

proofs the equation in C is applied at the top, so that we need to consider only proper overlaps 

and nested peaks. Proper overlaps can be eliminated via computation of suitable critical pairs. We 

denote by C PR( C) the set of all critical pairs of rules in R on an equation s ~ t in C U C-1
, where 

t 'i s. 

These considerations lead to the following expansion rule: 

DEDUCTION: 
C 

C U {s ~ t} 

The equations in C will also be called conjectures. Deduction already suffices to derive a verifiably 

inconsistent equation from any inconsistent set of initial conjectures. In addition, we shall use the 

following contraction rules: 

DELETION: 
C U {t ~ t} 

C 

C U {s ~ t} 
SIM PLIFICATIO N: 

C U {u ~ t} 
if s Ic--7 kUL u and s ~ u 

where L may be any set of inductive theorems ("lemmas") of R. 

Deletion is the same as in standard completion, but simplification is more general: a term scan 

be simplified to any smaller equivalent term u, where equivalence is to be established with respect 

to R U L. The ground theory of L is, by assumption, contained in the ground theory of R; but the 

equational theory presented by L need not be contained in the equational theory presented by R. 

Rewriting with respect to RUL is thus more powerful, in general, than rewriting by R. For instance, 

if associativity and commutativity are known to be inductive theorems of R, then conjectures can 

be simplified by associative-commutative rewriting (that is, rewriting with associative-commutative 

matching), while there is no need to employ associativity and commutativity for deduction. More

over, simplification does not require every associative-commutative rewrite step to be reducing, but 

only that the final term in the rewrite sequence be smaller than the initial term. 

This possibility of incorporating associativity and commutativity is in marked contrast with 

the approach, advocated by Jouannaud and Kounalis [36], of extending associative-commutative 

completion by a suitable inconsistency test. The latter approach mandates the use of associative

commutative unification for deduction, but allows only for weaker simplification in which every 

single rewrite step is reducing. The notion of ground reducibility needs to be generalized and re

duction ordering are limited to associative-commutative orderings. The approach is failure-prone as 

it has to abort if an equation can not be oriented with respect to the given associative-commutative 

ordering. Proof by consistency is thus the preferable method, in particular because in applications 

to abstract data types, associativity and commutativity are usually not part of a data type speci

fication, but rather arise as inductive theorems. 

Simplification of conjectures is similar to standard completion: 

C U {s ~ t} 
SIMPLIFICATION: C { } 

U u ~ t 
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The conditions can be slightly relaxed in various ways. For instance, it is sufficient to require s ~ u 

whenever s is not an instance of v. Further improvements may be gained from labelling conjectures, 

as we outlined for ordered completion. 

By P we denote the inference system consisting of the above inference rules. This inference 

system is sound in the following sense: 

TH EO REM 7.4 (Soundness). Let R be a ground convergent system. If G f--- G', then G is consistent 

with R if and only if G' is. 

Let now the complexity of a proof u +---R sa +---~~t ta +---R v be the triple ({sa}, s, ta) if s ~ t; 

( {ta }, t, sa) if t ~ s; and ( {sa, ta}, ~, ~), otherwise. Let ~ sub be the smallest ordering that contains 

~ and such that t[ s 1 ~ sub s, for all terms t and proper subterms s of t. The ordering ~ sub is well

founded, but not necessarily a rewrite relation. 3 Let ~~ be the lexicographic combination of the 

multiset extension of ~sub in the first component, the encompassment ordering b in the second 

component, and the ordering ~sub in the last component. By:::} we denote the restriction of ~~ 

to inconsistency proofs: P :::} Q if and only if P and Q are inconsistency proofs with P ~ Q. We 

emphasize that:::} is not a proof transformation relation in our original sense, as P :::} Q does not 

imply that P and Q are proofs of the same equation. The ordering ~~ is well-founded, but is not a 

proof ordering in our sense, since, for instance, it is not closed under context application. However, 

not all properties of a proof ordering are required, since we consider only inconsistency proofs. The 

relation:::} reflects all of the above inference rules: 

LEMMA 7.5 (Reflection). If G f--- G' and P is an inconsistency proof for an equation in G, then 

there exists an inconsistency proof P' for an equation in G', such that P :::} * P'. 

PROOF. Suppose G f--- G' and let P be an inconsistency proof s' +---k sa +---~~t ta +---k t', where 

s ~ t is an equation in G. 

If s ~ t is an equation in G', let P' be P. On the other hand, suppose G' is (G\ {s ~ t} )u{ u ~ t}, 

where s ~ u and either s +--- ~UL u, or else s +---~~W u where v ~ W is an equation in G, such that 

s b v and v ~ w. Let u' be the normal form of ua. Since sa +---~~t ta ~~ ua +---~~t ta, a suitable 

proof p' exists if t' -# u'. Let us therefore assume that u' = t', and hence u' -# s'. 

This case only arises if s +---~~W u for some equation v ~ W in G, such that s b v and v ~ w. 

Let T be a substitution, such that sip = VT and ul p = WT, and let v' and w' be the (ground) normal 

forms of VTa and WTa, respectively. Note that s' -# u' implies v' -# w'. 

Let p' be the proof v' +---R VTa +---~~W WTa +---R w'. Since v ~ w, the complexity of p' 

is ({vTa},v,wTa). The complexity of P is ({sa},s,ta), if s ~ t; ({ta},t,a), if t ~ s; and 

({ sa, ta}, ~, ~), otherwise. Considering the different cases and using the fact that VTa is a subterm 

of sa and s b v, we conclude that P ~~ P'. D 

If a derivation from an initial inconsistent set of conjectures is "fair" (in a sense to be made 

precise), then eventually a verifiably inconsistent equation is generated. In this sense the inference 

system P may be called refutationally complete. If the inital set is consistent, all derived equations 

in Ui Gi are inductive theorems of R. Thus if the derivation is finite one has successfully proved 

the initial conjectures. 

3The subterm relation is not a rewrite relation. For example, x is a subterm of x-, but x + y is not a subterm of 

x- + y. 
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For example, from the above rewrite system R and initial conjecture x + y ~ y + x we can derive 

new equations 0 + x ~ x and x' + y ~ (x + y)'. The set of all derived equations can be shown to 

be consistent (as we shall describe below). Thus all equations are inductive theorems of R. 

We say that C' is a cover set for C (or C' covers C) with respect to R and ~ if for every 

non-normal inconsistency proof P for an equation in C there exists an inconsistency proof p' for 

an equation in C U C', such that P ~~ P'. (In other words, C' covers C if for every minimal non

normal inconsistency proof for C there is a simpler inconsistency proof for C'.) By this definition: 

the empty set covers any consistent set C; if C' covers C, then any superset of C' covers any subset 

of C; and if C~ covers C l and C~ covers C2 , then C~ U C~ covers C l U C2 . 

THEOREM 7.6. If Co f--- Cl f--- ••• is a (finite or infinite) derivation, such that the initial set Co is 

inconsistent and the set Ui Ci of all deduced equations covers the set Ccy) of all persisting conjectures, 

then some set Ci is verifiably inconsistent. 

Fair derivations always exist: 

PROPOSITION 7.7. The set CPR(C) covers C. 

PROOF. A minimal non-normal inconsistency proof P for C has to contain a subproof u 4c- R 

sa 4c- C ta or u 4c- R ta 4c- C sa. Thus there exists an inconsistency proof Q for u ~ ta or u ~ sa, 

which is also an inconsistency proof for C PR( C). We have P ~~ Q, which completes the proof. D 

Covering sets need not be based on critical pairs, though. In general, s ~ t covers any equation 

u[s]p ~ u[t]p, where P -# A. For whenever ua[sa]p ~ ua[ta]p is an inconsistent ground instance, so 

is sa ~ ta, and moreover ua[sa]p 4c-~[sl::::::u[tl ua[ta]p ~p sa 4c-~::::::t tao In a similar vein, in theories 

with free constructors the set of equations {SI ~ t l , ... ,Sn ~ t n } can be shown to be a cover set 

for any equation f ( SI, ... , sn) ~ f (tl' ... , t n ) for which f is a constructor symbol (cf. [34]). For if 

f is a free constructor, then a ground instance f( SI a, ... , sna) ~ f( tl a, ... , tna) is inconsistent if 

and only if one of the equations s;a ~ t;a is inconsistent. Moreover, in such theories any equation 

f(SI, ... , sm) ~ g(tl , ... , t n ), where f and g are different constructors, is inconsistent. 

Another useful technique for constructing cover sets is based on the following notion: We say 

that P is an inductive position in a term t (with respect to R) if tip is not a variable and each 

ground term talp for which a is irreducible, is an instance of some left-hand side of R [24]. In other 

words, if P is an inductive position in t, then each ground instance ta can be rewritten either within 

the variable part of t or at position p. If p is an inductive position in a term s, then the set of all 

critical pairs obtained by superposing rules in R on the equation s ~ t at position p in s covers 

s ~ t (whenever t 'i s). The notion of inductive positions can obviously be generalized to sets of 

positions. A set {PI, ... ,Pn} of non-variable positions in a term t is said to be inductive if every 

ground instance ta is reducible by R at some position Pi, whenever a is irreducible (cf. [44, 13]). 

For example, in x + (y + z) the subterm y + z is rooted at an inductive position (the rightmost 

occurrence of + or X is reducible by R, as we have pointed out above). Suppose now that we 

wish to prove that x + (y + z) ~ (x + y) + z is an inductive theorem. We obtain a cover set for 

x + (y + z) ~ (x + y) + z by superposing at the inductive position in the left-hand side, obtaining 

two critical pairs, x + y ~ (x + y) + 0 and x + (y + (z),) ~ (x + y) + (z)', the first of which 

can be simplified to a trivial equation x + y ~ x + y, while the second can be simplified to the 

equation (x + (y + z))' ~ ((x + y) + z)', which is covered by x + (y + z) ~ (x + y) + z. That is, 
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there is a finite fair derivation where no verifiably inconsistent equation has been derived; hence 

all derived equations are inductive theorems. The proof in this example in essence corresponds to 

an "induction on the variable z." As Fribourg [24] points out, choosing an inductive position in a 

term essentially corresponds to selecting an "induction schema" for a proof by induction. 

Let Ro be the rewrite system for addition and multiplication, and ~ be the recursive path 

ordering for the operators X, +, " and 0 (listed in decreasing precedence). Furthermore let La be 

the set of lemmas 
x+y ~ y+x 

x+(y+z) ~ (x+y)+z 

We prove that the set of conjectures 

xx(y+z) ~ xxy+xxz 

x X y ~ yxx 

xx(yxz) ~ (xxy)xz 

is consistent with Ro. 

First observe that x X (y + z) ~ x X y + x X z. Hence, we obtain a cover set for distributivity 

by superposing on the inductive position in its left-hand side. There are two critical pairs, x X 

y + x X 0 ~ x X y and x X y + x X z' ~ x X (y + z)', the first of which can be simplified to a 

trivial equation x X y ~ x X y and deleted. Since x X y + x X z' ----7 R o/Lo (x X y + x X z) + x and 

x X (y + z)' ----7 R o x X (y + z) + X ----7C (x X y + x X z) + x, the second equation can also be simplified 

and deleted. 

Superposition on (either side of) the commutativity axiom x X y ~ y X x yields two critical 

pairs, 0 X x ~ 0 and y' X x ~ x X y + x, both of can be used as rewrite rules. Computation of 

cover sets for these two rules results in four new equations, three of which can be simplified to 

trivial equations. The remaining equation, y' X x + y' ~ x' X y + x', can be simplified by ----7 ~o/ Lo to 

(x X y + (x + y))' ~ (y X x + (x + y))" an equation which is already covered by the commutativity 

aXIOm. 

Finally, to deal with the associativity axiom x X (y X z) ~ (x X y) X z, we superpose at the 

inductive position in its right-hand side and obtain a cover set of two equations, x X y ~ x X (y X 0) 

and (x X y) X z + (x X y) ~ x X (y X z'). The first equation can be simplified to a trivial equation 

x X y ~ x X y; the second, to (x X y) X z + (x X y) ~ x X (y X z) + (x X y). The latter equation is 

covered by the associativity axiom. 

In conclusion, we have obtained a fair derivation without any verifiably inconsistent equation. 

Therefore all deduced equations, including the initial conjectures, are inductive theorems. 

A characteristic of the proof by consistency method presented above is that new equations are 

deduced by superposing rules from the initial (fixed) rewrite system R on conjectures. Critical pairs 

between conjectures need not be considered. This also distinguishes the inference system P from 

inductive completion procedures, which are essentially standard completion procedures augmented 

by some inconsistency test and compute all critical pairs in CP(R U C). 

Musser [49] was the first to describe an inductive completion procedure. His procedure applies 

to abstract data type specifications, where an equality predicate eq is associated with each data 

type and the specification is "sufficiently complete," so that each ground expression eq( s, t) can be 

reduced to the Boolean constant true or false. The equation true ~ false indicates an inconsis

tency. Various improvements of the basic scheme have been suggested. The various approaches 

mainly differ in the respective notions of consistency they employ. 
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Huet and Hullot [34] studied the case of theories with (free) constructors, in which case an 

inconsistency is signified by an equation between two distinct ground terms built solely from con

structor symbols. In contrast with Musser's method, an explicit axiomatization of equality is not 

required in this context. 

Dershowitz [16] and Jouannaud and Kounalis [36] designed inductive completion procedures 

based on ground reducibility of terms. An inconsistency is signified by a rewrite rule u ----7 v the 

left-hand side of which is not ground reducible. In a similar procedure [41], "test sets" are used to 

check for consistency. 

It can be argued that inductive completion attempts to solve all possible induction schemes

and fails to terminate if one induction schema diverges, while the inference rules of P can be directed 

at one specific induction schema via the use of inductive positions. As a consequence, there are 

finite derivations from consistent sets of conjectures for which inductive completion fails, see [24]. 

On the other hand, it is also possible that inductive completion deduces equations that are useful 

for simplification but can not be obtained by the more restrictive deduction rule of P. 

Consider the following example [44]: Let R be the ground convergent rewrite system 

app( nil, x) ----7 X 

app(cons(x,y),z) ----7 cons(x,app(y,z)) 

rev( nil) ----7 nil 

rev(cons(x, y)) ----7 app(rev(y), cons(x, nil)) 

and rev( rev( x)) ~ x be a conjectured inductive theorem of R. The last rule in R can be superposed 

on the given conjecture, resulting in a critical pair 

rev(app(rev(y),cons(x,nil))) ~ cons(x,y). 

If we superpose the initial conjecture rev( rev( x)) ~ x on this new conjecture, we obtain a critical 

pair 

rev(app(y, cons(x, nil))) ~ cons(x, rev(y)) 

which can be oriented into a rule 

rev(app(y, cons(x, nil))) ----7 cons(x, rev(y)) 

(with respect to a suitable lexicographic path ordering). The first critical pair can now be sim

plified and deleted. The remaining set of rewrite rules is ground convergent, which implies that 

rev( rev( x)) ~ x is an inductive theorem of R. 

On the other hand, with a linear deduction strategy the above rewrite rule cannot be deduced 

and an infinite derivation 

rev(app(rev(y), cons(x, nil))) ~ cons(x,y) 

rev( app( app( rev( z), cons(y, nil)), cons( x, nil)) ~ cons( x, cons(y, z)) 

may be produced. 

The main problem with inductive completion is that, like standard completion, it must be 

supplied with an ordering on terms which is used to orient equations into rewrite rules and may 
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fail if an equation is generated that cannot be oriented in the given ordering. An important 

advantage of our approach is the capability of handling unorientable equations and the flexibility 

in the choice of a reduction ordering. The inference system P also provides a complete method 

for disproving inductive theorems, and thus solves a problem posed by Jouannaud in [35]. Finally, 

let us point out that the ground convergence of the given theory R is only needed for the purpose 

of refutation completeness. The same techniques can also be applied to non-convergent sets of 

equations. Gramlich [29] describes a more refined proof by consistency system along lines similar 

to ordered completion. The relation of completion-based approaches to well-founded induction has 

been studied in [56]. 

8. Conclusion 

We have represented completion and related rewrite methods as equational inference systems and 

have described techniques, based on proof reduction orderings, for reasoning about such proof sys

tems. We have outlined the application of this approach to standard completion and refinements 

based on critical pair criteria, extended completion, ordered completion, and proof by consistency. 

An important class of procedures we have not discussed are completion procedures based on se

mantic unification. For a formalization of such procedures within the proof ordering framework, 

see [7]. 

The inference system cum proof complexity approach is by no means limited to purely equational 

theories. In [27, 9, 18], completion procedures for conditional equations (Horn clauses) have been 

described in this framework. Applications to first-order theorem proving (with or without equality) 

are described in [6]. 

The techniques underlying ordered completion have also been applied to other forms of unifi

cation of importance in theorem provers based on equational matings; see [26, 25]. For another 

interesting application, to unification in Boolean rings and Abelian groups, see [10]. Our approach 

was found to be of advantage in describing rewrite techniques for program synthesis [55]. Many of 

the rewrite techniques, which we have discussed in the context of equational theories, can also be 

applied in the more general setting of first-order clausal theorem proving, as described in [4, 5]. 
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